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217 in Wisconsin; 8 out of state – Iowa x2, Michigan, Wyoming, Minnesota, Illinois, 
California, Indiana 

Type of APRN: (from Registration) 213 6 1 0 5 

‘OTHER’ FILL IN: 
DNP student 
DNP FNP Student 
RN, DNP-FNP Student 
MSN, APNP 
PA 

Type of Attendee – as reported on REGISTRATION:  

 2017 2018 2019 2020 - virtual 2021 - virtual 

Total registrants 
 
APRN Forum Board Member (free) 
Conference Planner (free) 
Student (also WNA member) (discount) 
Wi Chapter of NAPNAP  (discount) 
WNA Non-member 
WNA Member   (discount) 
------------------ 
Presenter Discount - $150 
Primary Poster Presenter Discount - $100 

386 
 
 
14 
9 
11 
175 
177  

404  
 
8 
9   
19 
11 
170 
187 

319 
 
8 
4 
4 
7 
151 
145 

252 
 
7 
7 
- not offered 
- not offered 
110 
98 
30 - ‘paid in 
advance’ WNA 
member OR not 

225 
 
7 
6 
- not offered 
- not offered 
109 
103 
- no ‘paid in advance’ 
9 
6 

Days of Conference REGISTERED for – from the REGISTRATION:  
 2017 2018 2019 2020 - virtual 2021 - virtual 

Thursday AM 
Thursday PM 
Friday 
Saturday 
 
TOTAL REGISTRATIONS 

160 
223 
367 
338 
 
386 

130 
222 
371 
307 
 
404 

90 
160 
295 
239 
 
319 

BOTH days – 219 
Monday only – 17 
Tuesday only – 16 
- - -  
 
252 

BOTH days – 190 
Thurs only – 19 
Friday only – 16 
 
 
225 

 

 

 

# Completed Overall Conference Evaluation: 202 (includes 2 ‘incomplete’ evals) 

  

Days of Conference attended – as reported on the EVALUATION:  
 2017 2018 2019 2020 – 2 day virtual 2021 – 2 day virtual 

Thursday AM 
Thursday PM 
Friday 
Saturday 
(Poster Session) 
 
TOTAL EVALUATIONS 

237 
(AM and/or PM) 
367 
339 
- - -  
 
385 

124  
188 
326 
262 
181 
 
354 

86 
142 
260 
211 
163 
 
291 

Monday 229 
Tuesday – 225 
Self-Study 
Activities – 99 

Poster – 99 
Video - 78 

241 

Thursday – 185 
Friday – 186 
Self-Study 
Activities – 41 

Poster – 41 
Video – 32 

202 
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CONFERENCE PLANNING 
 Excellent Good Fair Poor 

Please rate the overall quality of this VIRTUAL conference. 140 60 2  

Please explain: 

 Excellent: 
almost as good as in person 
as usual a good put together conference. appreciate the opportunities for education and pharmacology 
Audio choppy at times. Nice format, thanks. Sound went out at times on all lectures. 
Comfort of my own home - less expensive; I hope we can continue Virtual for those who cannot afford or wish not to drive and hotel room 
Consider we could not meet in person this year, the virtual platform was good, minimal technical problems and when there was they were 

resolved quickly. 
Considering more than one technical glitch seen with some of the presentations this was a fantastic conference. 
Convenient and less expensive, thank you! 
Different topics and speakers.  Fresh look 
Diverse offerings and good symposium despite online format ( I can’t wait to be able to get back to in person conferences) and I was just 

very grateful to be able to attend it this year in any format. 
Easy to log in and listen to the speakers. 
enjoyed 
Enjoyed the pace.  All of the sessions I attended were great. 
Enjoyed the speakers.  The talks seem "just right" in terms of length and depth of information. 
Excellent conference, wish I would have attended both days! 
Excellent presenters. Excellent topics, it was difficult to choose just one per session. 
Excellent selection of venues for Primary care updates and review. 
Few issues with presenters glitching in/out; Need more time for questions and answers as that's when I tend to learn the most; 
good job conference team!! wonderful presenters. 
Good variety of lectures 
Good variety of topics. Well organized. Ran smoothly. The few glitches seemed to be on presenters end, but was ok 
Great again thank you 
Great pharmacology update 
Great topics and easy to use format 
Great topics and every speaker was good 
Great topics!  It was easier to attend from home than to travel for the conference. 
Happy to attend. A great value, though do miss the opportunity to network and simply meet with colleagues. 
I am incredibly impressed with the speakers and content. It was all relatable. 
I am still learning 
I appreciate the variety of topics and how engaged the presenters are. It makes it easy to stay engaged, especially in a virtual format. 
I appreciated the focus on mental health conditions. 
I enjoy in person but have to say I was pleasantly surprised at how much I was able to learn and focus on listening in the comfort of my 

home office.  Appreciated Tina and Gina's updates -- thank you for your faithfulness through the years. 
I enjoyed the content. 
I especially enjoyed the presentations on obesity management and lipid management. 
I feel the conference topics are always current ie racism, covid 19 etc. 
I learned so much from this conference and all of the presenters were so knowledgeable on the topic(s) they presented. 
I like the flexibility of having the conference virtual, but miss the networking. 
I like the option of choosing which session to attend the day of the conference. 
I liked the format 
I love the virtual conference. So much easier than to attend in person when you have a family. Please keep this option for next year. 
I loved the format and not having to travel 
I think the conference was very well put together for this virtual format.  The topic headings were not as impressive as the content 

covered.  Really well pleased with the extent of content covered and the great speakers.  Miss the face to face conference but hopefully 
next year. I didn't get a chance to put in for the raffle this year.  I didn't see it displayed much so I didn't remember to buy tickets. 

I would not have been able to travel anywhere this year due to my concern about Covid, but I really enjoyed the topics that were presented 
and the information I was able to glean from the presentations. 

It was very informative and I enjoyed the virtual platform. 
Keep it virtual 
Love this conference 
Mostly great speakers. 
Of course, in person format is always preferable. However, I was really impressed with your virtual format. In my experience, there were 

no technical difficulties or delays. All presentations were easy to view, enter, listen and enjoy. Thank you! 
one of the best conferences! 
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Overall, I was very impressed with this conference. From my standpoint, there were no set backs or issues with technology and really felt 
that being at home was still very productive to my education! 

Really like medication mgmt and alcohol use disorder 
Sessions were very well run. 
Some glitches getting zoom to work but overall, did a great job with needing to present from homes or offices and getting timing right. 

Thanks very much. Hope to see you in person next year. 
Sound and video was great 
speakers were wonderful 
Thank you !  Appreciate all the hard work that goes into a conference !! 
thanks.. I will retire this year and ask that you continue a remote Zoom access for those of us without CME money. 
The information was relevant and extremely informative. As always with virtual there were some minor technology issues but overall the 

conference was great and relevant to my practice. 
The subjects on Friday were very relevant and very interesting. 
The topics were diverse to cover all aspects of practice.  I really appreciated the up to date changes by the presenters to reflect the current 

practice changes. 
The virtual conference was easy to access and log into. I generally have to travel 6 hours to get to this conference. So virtual was the way 

to go for me. Thank you. 
There were a lot of topics offered at the same time that I would have liked to attend.  Having the handouts for all was helpful. 
This conference always has applicable information. 
very good job done by all 
Very informative conference and such quick replies from support staff.  Did a fabulous job considering virtual.  Would like more 

information next time on how to access slides if being posted later since the ID one was not available and I never got a response.  
Handouts were going to be provided and weren't with no information on where to access! 

Very well moderated and organized 
very well run and timing 
was great to still have the conference! You always provide excellent speakers, and content pertinent to current practice. website was easy 

to navigate, presentations right length with time for addressing question/answer 
Well done. 
With this being virtual it would have been nice to have a "free" recorded version of the sessions that we attended. 
Yes loved it.  I would like to go in person but this was a great alternative. 
you all did a great job - you should all be very proud 
 

Good: 
1 session per day I wasn't able to get into, power point slides missing or talking over etc. 
Committee did a great job with creating virtual conference. 
Felt sorry for the presenters being interrupted by the IT or managing people. I would have thought the IT problems would have been 

worked out before the conference. It happened with each presentation  except the Covid one. 
few technical issues - PowerPoint was unable to be displayed - delays due to powerpoints not being sent ahead of time. 
Given virtual it went smoother than I thought.  I think there was only one lecture I left due to technical difficulty.  The topics were relevant 

to my primary care practice.  I did have a couple topics I felt were Nursing 101 vs APRN but that may have just been the speakers 
Great variety of topics, once again! 
Hard to log in, direction were not clear. Vidoes should be availble of all the sessions. 
Having to prove your not a robot ever time you go to a session is redundant. a few of the presenters had issues with their internet 

connections freezing up. Content was great. I miss the interaction and networking, so will likely not do online conferences if there are in 
person ones available in the near future 

I do miss the in person collaboration and getting to know fellow NPs but I do really enjoy the virtual opportunity to continue education, 
I felt like the presenters did an excellent job.  I do enjoy in person conferences better and hopefully we can meet in person next year! 
I liked the option of a virtual conference - very user friendly and could click in from the convenience of my home. Some of the critical 

care/acute care topics could certainly be more robust as I felt I had to look to other options within women's health or primary care to 
find topics that were new, relevant or had pharmacology credits. 

I rate this virtual format as good to excellent.  The virtual format allowed opportunity to receive necessary CME and Pharmacology credits.   
There were a couple technology glitches in the presentations I attended, which delayed presentation.   I attempted to attend the first 
Opiod Presentation on Thursday morning and was not given access, so I just switched my topic. 

I wish the presentations were available to view again.  They have been recorded but I don't believe we can go back to them for viewing.  I 
find I get more office interruptions in the virtual format and was getting pulled away from presentations. 

It can be so hard to engage on the virtual platform. 
it seemed that there was a lot of technical difficulties this year, much more than last year. I really like the virtual format and hope that 

continues but hopefully get the kinks worked out for next year. 
It would be nice to have access to the presentations for a week afterwards so that if there were different presentations at the same time 

you would have access to them after the conference was completed. 
Like to see info for experienced provider.  Need 2.0 opioid hours a year. Repetition topics. Diabetes discussion very basic.  Appreciate 

everyone's efforts, thank you 
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Most of the presenters were excellent. I would suggest more interactive learning approaches such as case studies. I liked the coagulation 
presenters as they worked in teams and also asked thought provoking questions. This made things more interactive. When you look at 
current trends in education there is a great emphasis on case studies and interactive learning opportunities. Technology difficulties with 
the conference made me have to switch lecturers. I would have also liked to see more case studies with interactive thought provoking 
questions. Evidence based practice research tells us that students retain and learn more often with that type of format vs lecture only. 

Perhaps a quick run through with presenters to make sure mic is good, know how to function well with tech, etc. 
Ready for in person format.  Some tech issues with presenters. 
Some of the technology issues were a little disappointing as this impacted the amount of time the presenters had to present the content. 

Beyond this, the conference was well done. 
Some problems with technology on a few sessions. One didn't have a screen / presentation.  Another was very delayed in starting due to 

difficulty loading presentation. 
some sessions were difficult to hear and one had technical problems with slides 
Some speakers needed training on using Zoom.  Some of the backgrounds made it difficult to see them.  Some of the audio didn't come 

through clearly. 
Some technical issues 
Some technical issues especially on the first morning 
The presents were all content experts in their respective areas. Unfortunately, there was some virtual technology " character builders" as 

Melnyk described them. I do think that the virtual presentation with multiple simultaneous sessions would be challenging for anyone. 
too long each day with being home.  would like to have pre-recorded and then can watch what I want.  some sessions, I wanted more than 

1 and others I did not want any 
Virtual conferences always have barriers. I wish the chat would have been more open and live, so that we could interact throughout the 

presentations. Can't wait to see you all in person! 
Virtual is not the same as being there and interacting with peers, speakers. 
Would always rather be win person to interact with presenters 
would like more sessions specifically tailored to hospice and palliative care please 
 

Fair: 
IT issues were very distracting. Missed the networking opportunities of in person conference and speaker interactions. 
The breakout sessions on Thursday did not meet my retail health practice needs. 
 

 Very 
Likely 

Somewhat 
Likely 

Not 
Likely 

How likely are you to join another APRN Pharmacology Conference if it is held 
virtually? 

164 36 1 

Please explain: 

 Very Likely: 
able to hop sessions easier if I didn't find applicable or that session wasn't working & DIDN'T have to drive to madison 
always a great conference 
always good topics and speakers.  please good to get legislative update all in one time 
As above = less expense, easy access, in the comfort of my own home 
depending on what else is going on in personal/work life 
due to the quality of speakers only--miss the networking 
Easier for me to attend virtually due to having young kids at home. 
easy and relaxed. really enjoyed it 
Easy conference to attend yearl6 
Especially if you would make it a Friday/Saturday or just 1 day conference so it would not be so hard to arrange for time off.  I had a hard 

time figuring out the exhibit hall, because when I went to the websites it was just for each product, so would really like it if there was a 
way to interact with someone during at least the lunch breaks. 

For sure. 
great presentations 
Great variety of speakers and awesome presentations even live.  Nice way to educate NPs and keeping us safe with COVID. Can't wait to 

experience in person since some presentations did not work and resources were not posted.  There was talk of them being posted later 
on but no idea how? 

Having ability to chose topics relevant to my area of practice in mental health was appreciated. 
However in person definitely preferred. 
I always look forward to this conference and the much-needed pharma hours! 
I appreciate the virtual format because it makes it easier for me to attend. I do not have to travel a distance or get a hotel to attend. I can 

attend without having to get childcare for my daughter who is old enough to walk home and entertain herself but still cannot stay home 
alone. 

I certainly enjoy attending in person but very much appreciate the opportunity o attend virtually as I have a young daughter and my ability 
to travel is limited. 
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I have really enjoyed the virtual programs you have offered, but I still love coming in person to interact with peers. thanks 
I like being able to view lectures from the comfort of my own home. 
I like the convenience of being in my own home and yet having access to great speakers, topics, and the ability to ask questions. I believe 

this conference was very well done. 
I liked not having to sit in a room, I could get up and walk around in my home while listening 
I liked the virtual format over all. I would attend again. 
I really actually like the virtual better because I can be in my own home and I feel the content is just as good as being there in person. there 

were a couple of technical glitches this year but nothing that would deter me from using this type of format 
I really enjoyed being closer to home. 
I really like the virtual format for this conference. 
I really liked this being offered virtually just because at the conference I found myself getting uncomfortable sitting for long periods of time 

where in the comfort of my own home I can get up and walk around without distracting people. 
I try to attend at least 1/2 of the years, if not more 
I was not always able to be away from my family to come every year but these last two “Covid” conferences were great. I could still attend 

and learn, yet deal with family needs. 
I would still attend if it had to be virtual next year just because the quality of the conference is dependable and I feel like I always meet 

objectives and learn while attending 
I would still attend if this were done virtually next year. I got a lot of knowledg out of this experience. 
If virtual is the best option for the time and circumstance, I will attend. 
It is done so well, I would not hesitate doing it virtually again if necessary. 
It is more flexible for my schedule. 
It was actually nice to be home and enjoy this conference.  I look forward to an overnight by myself but this year if it would have been in 

person, I wouldn't have been able to attend as my husband is out of town for a work related conference so this worked well for me this 
year.  I would definitely attend another APRN Pharm Conference if virtual.  LOVE IT! 

It was easy to do and allowed comforts of being at home. 
I've attended both virtual conferences and love how convenient it has been to obtain CNE from the comfort of my home. 
Kind of nice to be able to learn from home. 
Less costly than travel and staying in a hotel. 
like to support WI APN 
Likely virtually.  There is so much added expense to an in-person conference.  Having both options, if possible, would be the best of both 

worlds. 
More likely to attend if virtual or hybrid format. 
My work and personal life are very full and I cannot do much in the form of volunteering.  Attending this annual conference is the least I 

can do to be supportive of my profession and our local chapter 
prefer in person but with covid 
really helps with my work schedule and a virtual platform for attendance. 
Still appreciate the opportunity for good information at a reasonable cost. 
Still enjoy meeting with colleagues and difficult to sit in front of a screen for 16 hours 
The format provides flexibility to attend when travel is limited 
There are pros and cons to virtual. It was nice to remain at home for the conference. I would have like to have more interactive sessions. 

For exampling presenting a case study and then giving 5-10 minutes to allow participants to develop plan of care. The 8C presenter 
attempted to do this! It was a wonderful way to make the program interactive, which is how many learn best. I am more likely to do a 
single day at home. Two days of virtual conference is quite long. It is difficult to stay engaged and forced for the entire period. 

There have been years where I couldn't go due to other obligations.  I am glad I was able to attend.  I hope that when the conference goes 
back to in person sessions they can be taped to view in case one can't go to the in person conference. 

Unfortunately, I am not usually able to attend WNA's conferences since my relocation to California, but I was able to attend this year 
through it's virtual format 

Very convenient especially for a winter conference. Would still like an in person one too though 
Virtual is a nice option to have. 
virtually works best for me - its hard for me to get off of work and travel 
While I definitely prefer in person conferences, I am so glad this virtual was an option ! 
While I miss seeing everyone, the convenience of being able to participate in an educational opportunity and earn Ceu’s while not having 

to travel, board my dogs, etc is priceless. 
While I miss the camaraderie of seeing former colleagues, classmates, and other practicing APRNs, this is an incredibly convenient way to 

attend sessions.  I still get great information, and some interaction with speakers via the q&a platform 
While we all want to gather together in-person again; I hope that we can continue to use recordings and Zoom to reach out to those who 

may otherwise not be able to attend and disseminate the good information shared. 
Works well with my work and family. Also appreciate the lower cost due to no need for hotel 
would prefer the in person as it allows better ability to interact with other APNPs 
would rather do that than travel 
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Somewhat Likely: 
Again, it is not my ideal form of conference, however, I understand that is not always in our control. 
Although virtual option went well and was organized, prefer in person. 
I find it  hard to sit all day.  Miss talking to fellow NP's 
I get much more out of in person conferences 
I greatly prefer the live format.   I missed the ability to network with colleagues.    The opportunity for CE's is very important, but the 

opportunity to personally network with colleagues is just as valuable. 
I miss seeing friends and asking what the presenter meant when he/she said something I didn't understand. Sometimes the person next to 

me knows what I don't. 
I prefer in person but virtual is a second best. 
I would greatly prefer in person for the next conference, obviously if this is a safe option. 
Long day sitting at the computer, but info is good. 
Maybe a hybrid version? 
Miss the networking of in person, but if conference was held virtually again due to health requirements would attend again. 
prefer in person with networking 
See above.  I like that I didn't need to travel but there were some technical problems. Also had intermittent issues with speaker being able 

to be heard. 
sessions should be recorded and available virtually for a month post conference like at other conferences 
This conflicts with some other conferences in the spring, so if I wasn't presenting I might attend another conference.  I'll be there when we 

are back in person though! 
Virtual conference was a great alternative during the restrictions of COVID but very much looking forward to returning to the networking 

of an in-person conference 
Would still rather be in person but understand the need for virtual this year 
Zoom fatigue is high right now, 
 

Not Likely: 
Really hoping next year can be in person for ability to meet and interact with peers 
 

 Very 
Likely 

Somewhat 
Likely 

Not 
Likely 

How likely are you to join another APRN Pharmacology Conference if it is held in-
person in 2022? 

134 54 13 

What suggestions do you have for improving this conference/the virtual experience? 

 15 minutes between sessions with a longer lunch break.  I really prefer this conference in the virtual format. 
Allow all sessions to be picked during each day (choosing 5 slots/ presentations) 
Allow everyone to see the questions/answers/chat alongside the slides. Understand this may be a distraction. 
Allowing enough time for presenters to finish their presentation and have time for questions. 
answer the questions posted in the chat 
Better technology (there were a few issues which made me switch sessions.) 
Continue with the same great variety and speakers.  Great subject matter experts. 
Ensure presenters are familiar with the basics of Zoom and have a high speed internet connection. 
Ensure that presenters can get their material uploaded prior to Webinar. as there were significant delays in the presentation due to 

technical difficulties. 
Everything went smoothly, honestly no concerns or issues from my end. 
give the circumstances, was quite well done 
Great every year in person or virtual. Thank you. always a good variety. Would recommend having a description of the presentation when 

registering as the title sometimes does not do the presentation justice. 
Have presentations loaded prior to session OR do a 'run through' with presenters. Make all handouts available. 
Have technology figured out BEFORE the scheduled time. Perhaps having presenters log on 20 minutes before scheduled time to ensure 

everything is working. Have the moderator have a copy of the powerpoint presentation in case the presenter can not get it to work. 
Having 1/2 day live and remainder being "self study".  An entire day on the computer is a lot 
Having all handouts available a week ahead of time. 
I actually liked the virtual option! 
I am so appreciative to the planning committee and the IT staff to set up this wonderful conference again this year virtually. It is always so 

well organized and I find it easy to access on my computer. 
I appreciate being able to read /view the presentations that I was unable to attend. Too many to choose from! 
I felt there was less interactions with speakers, I did send questions in the Q&A but definitely less questions from attendees overall. missed 

networking with others but being a busy clinician and mom the virtual option worked better for my family.  I didn't have to drive or stay 
overnight anywhere. 

I like the Thursday & Friday format 
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I like the Thursday-Friday format. 
I think a session I wanted to attend was cancelled and there was really no way to communicate that. 
I think the only thing that could have been better but is always unavoidable in virtual world were the lags or the bandwidth dropping 

momentarily with some of the presentations 
I think the speakers all did a great job. 
I would like to see more acute care topics 
If being held virtually, but safe to have gatherings - some local "socialization" activities, or options to attend virtual sessions with others.  I 

love getting all of this information, but I would also like the opportunity to talk about and reflect on the presentations with colleagues 
Improved mechanism to interact with presenters. Adequate time for Q&A's. I think some of the topics were a little basic and we could 

expand on them/dive into them a little more in the future. 
In person please 
It was great! 
It will be based on the pandemic situation and employer coverage. Right now only virtual conferences are being reimbursed by my 

employer. 
It would be great if there was a single application for registering, paying, attending breakouts and plenary sessions, Q&A and evaluations 

all in one, I once attended a Mayo Clinic conference from a remote location that utilized an application. It was pretty streamlined. 
It would be nice to have more sense of community—not entirely sure how to do that, but I do miss seeing other participants. 
Just ask above, fixing the technical difficulties 
keep politics out of the conference, getting worse every year 
make sure presenters all have slide decks to you in advance so at least they are available as a handout if zoom isn't working. 
Make the presentation more interactive. See above comment. 
maybe a dry run before presenting for presenters--there were a few technical glitches 
More clear instructions on how to find the zoom meetings 
More time for Q&A 
Need to have a specific time listed on the schedule to review housekeeping things, or have it spelled out more clearly somewhere on the 

site.  It seems like it should be intuitive, but it's not.  I would like to be able to listen to the lectures again at least once, and maybe 
access to the recording should be included for a week or 2 after the conference.  If this is the case, and it will be available to us, I didn't 
get that information through any of the pre-breakout session updates that were given.  If not, why not? 

no suggestion, very well run virtual conference. 
No suggestions (x12) 
none- appreciate the very professional presentations 
None great set up. 
None I can think of. 
None, nice job ! 
None.  It was wonderful as is. 
Not enough break time. 
not sure how what needs to change but I would get kicked out from time to time and have to log back into the conference? My server? 

connection? 
nothing 
One email with EVERYTHING on it 1 week in advance and then reminder email the day before.  Too many emails with different 

information, really too many.  The menu and page layout an ease of links were very good. 
Perhaps a post-conference virtual Happy Hour or social hour. Hard to replace an in-person networking hour. 
Personally, I've attended both in-person and virtual conferences and can honestly say that the virtual conference is so convenient in many 

ways...no traveling, less financial burden due to traveling costs and increased comfort attending the conference from home. 
prefer in person for socialization 
Presenters to better understand presenting in a virtual format. 
send out the information on how to connect earlier than the day of. 
send powerpoints the day before the conference starts to someone so they can load prior to the start of session 
sessions should be recorded and available virtually for a month post conference like at other conferences 
shorter sessions 
Smaller groups to allow for more interaction between presenter and attendee. 
Some of the presentations didn't have their slides in. I like to write notes and having slides keeps me actively engaged in the content 
some sessions I attended were cut short.  Wished there was more time for dialogue. 
some speakers need more technical support 
Talk to your presenters ahead of time so they know how to start the presentation. 
thanks for having the handouts mostly before, helps to follow along a little better especially if lots of info 
The conference was very well done! Hats off to the organizers. The website was easy to navigate. 
The incorporation of audience participation such as test questions and polls through out the presentation  to engage the audience. 
The option to chat with others in the conference - even if for only a bit at the start and end would be great.  Would be good to be able to 

see who is joining on the webinar 
The virtual platform was good.  In the future, to encourage networking, a hybrid model might be nice; half the day virtual and the other 

half in person? 
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there were technical glitches but so what.  I expect that once a year 
Today went fine 
Try to have the technical issues worked out prior to the start of the conference session 
Very good. Great conference. 
Virtual is much easier for me to fit into my schedule. It is much more convenient. I like the virtual platform. 
virtual sessions are great!!! 
Work out the technology format / platforms prior to the conference. Over all the virtual format worked, but some glitches distracted from 

the presentations. 
Would be nice if the sessions were available for an extended time so we could have the option of viewing other sessions available or 

revisiting the information or sessions we found most helpful to our practice. 
Would LOVE this conference in person.  It's easier to pay attention and be with our colleagues outside of the work setting.  More breaks 

would be included and would prevent presentations not working. 
 

What topics or practice issues would you like to see addressed at the conference next year? 

 Acute care, I.e. urgent care topics... infections, updated guidelines, injuries. 
Acute care/urgent care topics 
Always appreciate the variety - not sure if Anemia has been presented (although not sure how many Rx credits could be applied) 
Alzheimer's and Dementia - COVID syndrome  - Lifestyle medicine 
Annual review of new drugs and application to practice. 
Another wound care treatment option - STD review 
Antibiotic stewardship with positive blood cultures and monitoring outpatient by ID. When to treat certain infections and for how long. 
Anxiety/depression and the effect on other systems. 
Anything with mental health or substance abuse is always helpful. Also anything with safe opioid prescribing since we need those CEUs as 

well. 
As always liver updates. As fatty liver and hepatitis c are prevalent. Consider Ibd updates on management with biological and biosimilars 
asthma, copd 
Basics of clotting disorders and blood disorders. 
basics of working up DVT/PE - dermatology (again) herpetic rashes - the WIAA sports physical - warts- is there ANY new treatment on the 

horizon???  Working up/treatment of hypertension- basics to how many medications is appropriate to start/manage in primary care - 
vaccine update- is out country turning away from vaccinating children? what will this mean for the future - IBS- dx and management 

Behavioral health therapy technique - I'd love to know more about DBT, EMDR, etc. and when they are appropriate.  Transgender care - 
Continue the conversation about racism - this needs to be a topic at every conference. 

Brain aneurysm and stroke 
Burn out in primary care - How to find a passion with being an NP after years of practice - I enjoyed having more mental health topics this year 
Cardiac clearance - Acute renal injury - Thyroid management 
CKD, Erectile dysfunction and other sexual concerns, menstrual problems in adolescents and older women, PVD. 
Common pediatric problems and treatments in the primary care setting. 
Continue medication topics about anxiety, depression.  Diabetic updates on medication management.  resistant hypertension treatment 

options. 
Continued pediatric offerings 
continued women's health topics.  wellness/integrative medicine/alternative medicine topics. certifications to expand depth of knowledge and 

practice. techniques to help  motivate patients to make needed health changes 
Coverage of less common topics sch as rare diseases 
COVID - likely there will be new information and changes to this ever changing disease.  Primary care office - vs urgent care vs ER treatments.  

What can we treat in the office vs urgent care vs sending patient to ER.  ER seems to be doing less than they once did when I was a new 
nurse.  I wonder if other nurses (esp new RN/NPs question if they can treat themselves or better to send out.   
If virtual visits are still a thing, how to manage these and bill appropriately. 

COVID update was fantastic 
Covid updates 
Current recommendations surrounding the treatment of recurring vaginal infections, including BV and yeast. 

Diagnostic testing and management of amenorrhea.  
Discussion surrounding the diagnosis, etiology and treatment of gynecological conditions such as vulvovaginal lichen planus. 

Dermatology 
Diabetes again, Mental health, depression, Anxiety, Weight loss, 
Eating disorders 
endometriosis 

PCOS dx/treatments 
complex outpatient cases in primary care 
PMR dx/treatment 
update on tick disease or infections caused by vectors 
Dementias other than Alzheimer's 
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Ethical Issues 
Palliative Care / End of Life/ Goals of Care topics 
Heart failure - challenges within systems re: rehospitalization 

General welcoming and opening at the start of the morning to including updates of WNA and their agenda. 
Gestational diabetes. 

Thyroid dysfunction during pregnancy. 
Depression and anxiety management during pregnancy. 
Sleep pattern disturbance management during pregnancy. 
Headache management during pregnancy. 

Hematuria evaluation by the primary care provider. 
hospice and palliative care 
How to encourage diversity in nursing; encouraging diversity in the workplace; mentoring opportunities for people of color/ minorities. 

Appreciated Bern Melnyk's discussion of personal (clinician) wellness; we need to embrace the idea that we must be taking care of ourselves 
in order to take care of our patients. 

How to recognize signs of human trafficking and what to do if you suspect a patient is a victim of human trafficking? 
Signs of child abuse in regards to bruising.   Normal bruising patterns vs abnormal bruising in relation to child abuse. 

How to wean patients off opioids and what to prescribe in there place. 
HTN managment, COVID-19, Wound Managment 
I do appreciate all of the pharmacology hours. They are harder to obtain. - anything that helps with that. thank you for a great conference - 

we love it down here in Milwaukee (Medical College of Wisconsin) 
I liked the detailed neuro exam last year. Cardiac murmurs with simulated sounds would be great!! Also, school teaches you which labs to 

order, but not as much how to interpret. A CBC is a complex test, yet we order all the time. Cmp, what’s an anion gap??  When do I have to 
get worried about CO2 or anion gap?? 

I really like the updates on opioids. I feel the infectious disease content is important and updates helpful. I reallylike the diversity you had this 
year--next year maybe something with common neurological disorders--tremors, parkinsons, headaches and MS 

I think mental health was well addressed due to the past year being very difficult overall. 
Refractory Depression 
Sleep Medicine, Insomnia, Apnea, RLS 
ADHD: adult and pediatric 

I wasn't able to attend the lipid part of the conference so I would like to see this.  I also would like to see content on antidepressant usage in 
pregnancy.  Also I think I would also enjoy a functional medicine approach to hormonal regulation in women 35+. 

I would like to see something on the consensus model for practice. HR departments are just starting to adhere to the consensus model for 
practice. I think this hurts the new grads when the availability of jobs is not aligned with specialty of practice. Many FNP's in acute care.  
More on professional practice from exemplars like Dr. Melnyk.  
The balance between acute and primary breakouts works well. 

If marijuana is legalized, we will REQUIRE training on intended side effects and unintended side effects. 
Infectious disease updates. 
Info on gut health/biome and how it relates to chronic health issues.  Always can use info on managing peri and menopause symptoms 

Derm - common primary care derm assessment/management 
Keep the women's health topics coming. Would love endocrine present for hypothyroidism in females. 
LGBT issues might be helpful.  Would like to see some more geriatric focused sessions as well.  The psych issue sessions this conference fit 

perfectly into my current practice, and I would guess will be hot topics for years to come due to Covid. 
Long COVID 
longer term effects of COVID, obesity management, delerium and dementia 
Mental health & substance use topics - always helpful 

Cardiology topics geared toward primary care 
post-COVID sequelae/caring for ""long-haulers" 
women's health/vaginal health 

mental health, vaccines, women's health, pain management 
More emergency medicine topics 
More mental health - depression, anxiety, ADHD, Bipolar as I feel that I am treating more of that in primary care due to the lack of mental 

health providers. 
more on day to day issues in family practice vs specifics within specialties 
More wound care options. 
new medications for migraines - hypogonadism in men 
Nutrition/Diets-I really liked the Obesity presentation and would love to hear some one discuss nutrition since this is an aspect often missed in 

formal education. 
Nutritional management for weight loss. 

Interpretation of lab values (liver enzymes, etc.) 
offer a section on patient diagnosed with cancer and the journey they go through: diagnosis, types of scans, biopsies, chemo medications, 

lifestyle modifications, palliative care, hospice, etc... (I many times diagnose and refer then get reports from oncology on markers, 
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treatment meds, chemo, but don't always understand the plan.  "What is my patient going through when they get diagnosed in Primary 
care but then start their cancer journey in oncology/specialty?" 

Pediatric infectious disease, common antibiotics, antibiotic resistance, vaccines and rise of vaccine preventable disease.  
Pediatric genetics, common disorders for the PCP to recognize 
Pediatric cardiology - what to refer and what not to refer? Consults needed for screening based on immediate family hx even if there is no 
s/s in the child. 

perioperative medicine and assessing risk for surgery, palliative medicine for the general practitioner 
Pharmacologic treatment for managing behavioral issues it patients living with dementia. 
Polypharmacy, outpatient management of CHF, incidentalomas, radiology review, chronic kidney disease, expand upon obesity management 

(dive into treatment options more), enhancing motivational interviewing, ARNP governance (how to ensure your voice is heard in your 
practice/health system) 

Primary health care for patients with disabilities such spinal cord injury or MS. Many facilities lack ability to fully examine or provide imaging, 
eye, and dental to people who are primary wheelchair users who cannot independently transfer 

psychiatric meds, treatment failure, what to do next 
Pulmonary management - ventilatory settings/therapies, inhaled nitric oxide, ECMO 

Sleep/psychiatric, mood, and delirium management in acute care setting 
Rheumatology - gout, pseudogout, etc. 

really enjoyed oncology and opioid discussions as this impacts my every day work. 
Rehab and long term care management, issues 
Retail health, virtual health 
Same variety  - Geriatrics – Nephrology - Acute care 
Serious mental illness.  There are always great resources in Madison on this topic! 
Sexual and gender identity 

HPV 
Sleep disorders - Evidence based supplement use 
Social determinants of health and health care. 
spinal topics, neurosurgery advances, orthopedics topics 
Stress test ordering in PC 
the topics of racism and inclusion have been valuable 
updates on COVID 
Veteran's and mental health 
What is expected of a NP Residency program? 
While I realize that gender identity and healthcare for LGBTQIA+  clients was addressed last year, I was unable attend due to Covid. If 

attendance was low overall, it may be valuable to put these issues on the agenda again in the near future 
 

Are there presenters that you would recommend for particular topics?  Please provide contact information or place 
of employment. 

 Dr John Rice for liver  
Dr David Rubin for IBD 
Dr. Kim Mackey, SSM Dean Medical Group, Gynecology, Madison: secondary amenorrhea and irregular bleeding. 
Dr. Maureen Murphy, SSM Dean Medical Group, Baraboo: gave interesting talk on fever of unknown etiology to our medical group. 
Dr. Lindgren I have heard a lot about up in our Area however I have never worked personally with her before. 
I would be happy to on medications for obesity - Paula Carlton, DNP 
I would like more presenters with mental illness as a focus. 
I would love it if you invited Dr. Ewing and Dr. Wilhite back again!  

Dr. Christine Sharkey & Dr. Tiffany Lin are wonderful presenters for Rheumatologic conditions (both at UW Health in Madison, WI) 
let me know if you need acute care topics - happy to lecture (Pamela Souders, MSN, APNP - pamelasouders@gmail.com) 
Liana Eskola, MD - Palliative Care -- VA/ UW Hospital 

David Murray, MD - Palliative Care -- VA / UW Hospital 
lifestyle medicine - Dr. Kay Theryle. ThedaCare, Appleton 
More on pulmonary - asthma, COPD, etc 
most of then - I would listen to again. 
Please invite the psychiatrist that gave the precision management lecture back. 
Robyn wells Richards 
T. Rex Flygt, MD, SSM health Dean Medical Group, Baraboo WI - LTC and rehab management/ Geriatrics 
The pharmacy guys are really good! 
 

What type of social function/entertainment would you like to see at next year's conference? (could be a virtual or 
in-person suggestion) 

 A happy hour at the end of the Friday conference 
Anything physical-activity based:  group walk in a scenic area, group bike ride, yoga & meditation, etc 
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anything..... Flexible. 
At previous conferences I have enjoyed the informal wine and cheese social 
Banquet/dinner is always nice 
Chat groups with similar interests/backgrounds 
Comedian, we could all use a laugh. 
evening snack, and interaction with peers on 1st night 
Happy Hour 
Holding a walk would be great! 
Honestly, none.  I have little kids and I look forward to quiet ALONE time. 
I think just a networking get together in the evening would be great.  many of my fellow peers and even classmates I haven't seen face to face 

for 2 years now. 
I usually don't attend social functions 
I would not attend a virtual social function. 
In person 
In Person anything!!!!  Miss the networking. 
In person next time! 
It would be great to promote some type of mentorship connection. I feel like NP's are hired by physicians in most cases and often undergo little 

training to transition to practice. NP's will have to resource NP's to become employed with a focus on merit and grow, we are our own 
advocates. 

It would be nice to be able to see everyone again and network. 
liked virtual 
none 
none 
None specific I am just really hoping for the ability to have in person conferences next year 
not needed 
Not sure.  Maybe some sort of group exercise session (maybe Tai Chi), relaxation session, etc. whether we are in person or virtual.  I think that 

would be a lot of fun. 
nothing that I can think of 
Pharmacology dinner for a novel medication. Morning breakfast with universities, as always.  
Speakers: take-aways from COVID pandemic, and prevention in the future: will healthcare workers always need to wear masks? Will it be 

recommended that children wear masks during flu season? Will that decrease our overall immune responses? 
Showcase the talent of attendees - performance art,  visual art, etc 
Someone to lead in mindfulness meditation in the middle of the day, chair exercises 
Timber Rattlers Game 
Event at PAC (1 block from conference) 
Virtual social/ happy hour; perhaps discussion groups organized around a topic like "NP Education" or " Health & Wellness". 
yoga, mindfulness if in person 
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What type of social function/entertainment would you like to see at next year's conference? (could be a virtual or in-person 
suggestion) 

 ? Virtual party of some kind? 
A virtual cocktail/social hour could be fun! 
As a new practitioner it would just be helpful to network with other colleges in person as feasible. 
Cannot think of anything at the moment. 
Clinical area breakout rooms for networking 
comedian over lunch time 
Comedy 
DEFINITELY KEEP POSTER DISPLAYS 
Did miss the social aspect but appreciate the virtual option this year with reduced cost greatly appreciated. 
Early evening social casual gathering cocktails. 
Hoping it can be in person 
I don't necessarily think there needs to be a social or entertainment aspect, as this is a conference. If in person, lunch or breaks to review 

posters are good times to connect with others if wanted. Otherwise would prefer to be after conference so those who need to get home, 
traveling, etc. are able to leave as needed. 

I have enjoyed prior WNA APRN update conferences. 
I have no good ideas at the moment. 
I like simple wine and cheese when able in person 
I like the idea of a physical activity (bike, walk, etc) as part of nurses engaging in health promotion and "walking the talk".  We have so many 

wonderful areas in and around Madison to be physically active -- it would be nice to have that be part of the program. 
I liked the virtual poster presentation & would like to see that again, along with information from reps 
I prefer virtual, but certainly loved attending the conferences in the past. 
I think a networking opportunity would be great. In person, maybe a happy hour. If held virtually maybe a few break out zoom rooms for 

networking, could be broken into specialties or geographically? 
I think that it would have been fun this year to be able to submit pictures of ourselves in our best "at home outfits/best bedhead" or just 

something silly and fun to engage participants and still have some sort of drawing/door prize for participating.  A forum to share your most 
interesting cases/outcomes that people can review. Something along those lines! 

If virtual, chat rooms for speciality groups like Women's health, psych, primary and acute. 
In person anything would be nice after this year.  I would leave that to conference organizers although dancing is always fun. 
In person night before networking with hordevors and beverages 
In-person social function.  A comedian, or singer would be great. 
Interactive case studies if able. 
just lunch is great. 
Live music/happy hour type function. Magician? I liked practice-related movie in the past. 
Maybe a Zoom social hour? 
mid day yoga/stretch. 
Networking session with poster session 
night club event at hotel--snacks, cash bar, dance floor and music/karaoke or tail gate event with alma mater theme--music, cash bar, tailgate 

food, etc 
virtual--chat room to visit with others 
Networking with other providers 
None 
none 
None 
None.  Enjoy the quiet time alone in the hotel after busy conference day! 
on line basket raffle. 
Open discussion with other APRNs would be beneficial to network. 
outdoors 
Regional groupings would be nice, just to get to know peers in my area 
Snacks, meet and great at the end of the 1st day. 
some type of social networking has always been a favorite. 
Virtual happy hour 
Virtual happy hour 
Virtual.  It would be nice to know the participants and maybe we could have a virtual thatnputs people in small groups for a short time then 

moves to the next group...it would have to have a monitor depending on how many would sign up. It would be a way to meet others NP 
from the state. 

Would be fun to get have interactions arranged that coordinate novice practitioners with expert practitioners. I am a new practitioner and 
would love to pick the brain of those who are more experienced about common happenings in clinics. 

Would like a  non-competitive 5K walk or run or some other  physical event ( yoga or Zumba)  associated with the conference. Another idea 
would be the opportunity to be placed in a "pen pal" pool and be randomly tagged as someone's letter writing partner for one year; the 
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purpose being an opportunity to develop a collegial relationship with someone outside your usual circle of care or expertise with a goal  of 
understanding what your pen pal 's practice entails. NP practices are so diverse and for true unity we need lots of common ground. 

Would love a good concert: could be a local group. Would want it informal so people could circulate and have appetizers/drinks at the same 
time. 
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What suggestions do you have for improving this conference? 

 A meatless option for lunch should have been available for many who observe no meat on Fridays during Lent.  the Nightingale Tribute for 
Carlee was good 

Always a great conference! 
Always enjoy this conference ! Thank you to ALL that work so hard to make the conference such a successful annual event !! And, thank you 

for honoring David Jewell (UW bookstore). He has been a longstanding supporter and has touched SO many nurses lives. 
Better advertising up front, website was not very intuitive, better lunch. 
better AV equipment / configuration - some of the rooms /slides were situated oddly with presenter 
better refreshments next year - it sounds silly but I look forward to this every year because it feels like a mini-vacation where you feel a bit 

spoiled and you get to learn and connect- and is such a difference to our normal day today work -and part of that is you get great meals 
made for you, no dishes, snacks, soda, bathroom breaks (this is what I mean by Spoiled/kinda pampered ) but it didn't feel as much like that 
this year unfortunately because it seemed things were maybe "not as grand" this year - this was just the sense I got- like we had to pinch 
pennies this year or something 

Breakfasts that include a healthy option, yogurt bar for example.  Egg dish on Friday was excellent idea. 
breakfasts were great, lunch- interesting it was cold and I did miss the take home lunch. 
Continue to provide topics that are timely and relevant and presented by a majority of NPs, but also other disciplines as appropriate to add 

some diversity of practice emphasis and different viewpoints. 
Could we have breakfast set up Saturday morning in the big plenary session room so that we could get started on time?  I'd like to see if we 

could have the conference handouts on a phone app - Whova is used by state of WI for opiate education. 
Ensure handouts available prior to conference. 
Get discount for parking. 
Go back to box lunch on sat, even if between 2nd and 3rd session 
great conference! 
Great conference--no recommendations for change. 
Great Job, continue doing what you are doing. Great speakers, great variety of topics. 
Have a social gathering on Friday evening- either at the Monona Terrace or somewhere nearby. 
Have an optional early start for people to not go as late on Friday evening.  Would go see a speaker before keynote if it meant could get out 

earlier. 
Helpful to have pharmacy credit sessions options all day Friday. Should have Rex option each breakout. We do not all work in primary care- 

need to have options to PCP interventions of suturing, ecg, iud.  Thank you. Always a great conference. 
I always enjoy coming to the conference 
I did not like that at beverage breaks there was not more than coffee or the sparkling water for a beverage choice especially once we entered 

into the afternoon.   A light snack around 2pm rather than between the last lecture would have be helpful too.  Something simple like nuts 
or fresh fruit. 

I felt that there could have been more time allotted during the day for networking and observing the poster displays. 
I found finding the rooms a little difficult, maybe better signage 
I love the separation of different specialty tracks, this is a wonderful conference 
I need more food variety and snacks. It would have been nice to have something to eat on Saturday when we left. A snack would help. 
I noticed some of the rooms had a musty/moldy odor.   Otherwise, just keep doing a great job!  Great conference! 
I really do not have any at the moment. The planning committee does an fantastic job of bringing in quality speakers. 
I think a great job done by all!!  Thanks! 
I think it if fine, overall I enjoy this conference. But topics have been quite similar for many years now, but I understand practices change and 

that needs to be addressed. Possibly a quick tips/latest trends for treatment of UTI, Sinusitis, OM, cellulitis would be nice or ""Hot topics".  I 
would also like to see more on diabetes. 

I thought it was excellent. I appreciate all the hard work that went into getting it all together!  Thank you all! 
I thought it was very thought out and planned well. 
I would have loved to do suturing and then ortho (which I didn't realize until the day of that I could do), but when registering online it was not 

very clear. There were some that had to be taken together for credit.  I wish it would be in BOLD somewhere or a note somewhere in the 
material. 

I would recommend shortening the time of each session.  75 minutes is a long time for each session. 
Information for conference submitted earlier 
It is excellent everytime I come. I do like it better when it is is not in the bigger cities. 
It would be interesting to have statistics on salaries around the state. 
It would be nice to have occasional rotation at another part of the state... Fox Valley area or the Dells? 
Keep the same location & format of breakout sessions. 
Please increase Opioid presentation to 2 Rx hours.  Include more diversity (people of color) on the front of brochure if you use people again. 
liked the decaf and relatively diet waters this year.  the break snacks were too carby for me and any diabetic.   Mixed nuts (low or unsalted,)   

Provide ONE inexpensive bag.  even plastic. 
Liked the water available outside of the rooms. Would have preferred more diet soda options during breaks. Non-meat options when the 

conference is on a Friday during Lent. 
Look forward to this conference every year Thank you 
looking forward to having in Fox Valley/ Green Bay area in future 
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Lunch was disappointing though (no dessert!) 
More CME’s with maybe an all day session on Saturday. 
More drink and food choices 
More snacks/food 
More snacks/food in between sessions. :) Otherwise, great conference. Look forward to it every year! 
More thought on how the classes are  separated. 
MORE TOPICS, SHORTER PRESENTATIONS. 
Move venue - Full practice authority would make it better....  Shorter sessions—these are way too long 
none - well organized 
None excellent 
None, I thought it was a great conference. I have not attended a state conference in the past and really appreciated the focus provided at this 

level. 
None. I loved it.  Very well done. 
None. It is my favorite conference. I love the venue and everything about it. You all do a great job. Thank you. 
Not all of the handouts were made available. If guidelines are in slides, perhaps these should be handouts. 
Not having part of the conference on a Saturday 
Offer a lower rate for students 
offer soda instead of just sparkling water, different food options---less carbs, more veggies/protein. 
offering sessions more than once.  I realize this would be difficult and may limit participation however. 
overall do a great job! Would like a table on how to get more involved with healthcare issues 
Overall good conference. Good variety of topics to choose from. 
Overall, it is a great venue. I am personally not a fan of the canned flavored water but I think other people liked it. At least, a diet pepsi 

machine isn't too far away. The talk during lunch was good. I don't have much that I can suggest to improve...Can you get the hotel to 
extend a complimentary late checkout to 1:00 from 12:00 for registrants? That would be nice. 

Please bring back afternoon soda!  Not everyone drinks coffee and it would be nice to have an afternoon caffeine pick me up. 
Please choose another city for the conference. Lake Geneva was nice. Green Bay was nice. If Milwaukee can handle the Democratic National 

Convention, it can certainly accommodate the APRN Pharmacology Forum. 
Please don’t schedule similar topics at the same time ie Palliative care in heart failure and management of acute heart failure at the same 

time 
Please make it more friendly for breastfeeding or pumping mothers.  I was brought to a room that I had to share with another person which 

was very uncomfortable. 
Please provide something other than sparkling water and coffee.  I don't drink either of those so had to buy my own, walking over to the 

Hilton to purchase. Plain water was acceptable but iced tea would have been wonderful. 
Please use APNP for presenters.  I was disappointed to see a PA as presenter for orthopedic exam when I know of several orthopedic APNPs 

who could have presented on this topic.  I was disappointed to see hospitalist talking on anesthesia when  CRNAs could have presented on 
this topic. 

possibly condence into just 2 days, attendance trickled off during the day Sat, each session less well attended 
Prefer hot lunch. 
Provide CEU for Friday lunch presentation.  Some baskets without alcohol.  some of the afternoon preconference topics are very specific to a 

small group of providers thereby limiting your options.  try to complete the Saturday by noon--could start earlier with sessions. 
putting the address of the event in the email reminder of the event. It was hard to find the address for the conference. 
Skills workshops offered throughout the conference.  perhaps even on Saturday. 
Snacks between sessions 
SODA!!! Snacks with presentations 
start breakout sessions earlier to end conference earlier, ?4ish.  shorter discussions 30-45 min but would require more presenters or I have 

attended some conferences where all participants attend same sessions that are shorter in duration but do require a large setting. 
Starting earlier and ending earlier 
Starting earlier in ending sooner.  I would love to have a 7:00 a.m. conference to get out of there by 3. 
The meals were not that great- Should have a salad bar or something similar. It seems that each year the meals get worse.- Also should have 

more selections for beverages not just carbonated water. 
This is always a great conference.  The conference planners do a great job! 
This was my first year attending and I enjoyed it! 
Thought it went reallywell 
Thursday rather than Saturday? 
Turn up the heat 
warmer weather.... I know you have no control of this. 
Went to a Mayo Clinic conference and they had a smartphone app  everything that you needed all in one place 
When I had signed up and paid for the conference, the Thursday morning sessions were not available.  I realized later that speakers had been 

added and was disappointed that we were able to sign up without the complete list of speakers known.  I likely would have also attended 
the morning session on Thursday instead of the just the afternoon. 

When it is Friday in Lent there needs to be meatless options for persons of that faith discipline. 
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